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10 Day Rio De Janeiro Itinerary

Day 1 | Arrival

Arrive in Brazil. A cab is ready at the airport to take you over to your booked Hotel- Hilton

Barra Rio De Janeiro. Check-in and relax for the day. The hotel has excellent restaurants and you can

enjoy the features and amenities provided.

Day 2 | Christ the Redeemer

Visit one of the seven wonders of the world and the biggest landmark of the city. You can take a tram,

or a van, you can also choose to hike all the way but it is challenging to say the least. If you wish to

avoid standing in queues, get the tram tickets online.

Image from the top view of Christ the redeemer is attached below for reference.



Day 3 | Beach Day

You can never say you’ve been to brazil if you have not experienced the Copacabana and Ipanema

beaches! Pick your poison and have fun! You can rent a chair and quite possibly a parasol and voila!

Your perfect lazy day has arrived.

While on the beach, the vendors will try to sell you multiple things, from bikinis to food and drinks.

You can order it and not even have to get up!

There are a lot of tourist activities provided at the beach if that’s more your fancy.

Day 4 | Parque Lage

Parque Lage is a public park at the base of Corcovado mountain where tourists can wander through a

tropical forest. This location would not usually come up in the standard travel guides but it is an

amazing place to visit especially with family.

You can hear birds chirping and monkeys jumping from trees all around you. It has lush trees

everywhere and a minimal amount of tourists. You will come out of the place feeling extremely

refreshed.

Between the trees, there is a hidden tower, a cave, and an aquarium. There is no entree fee for Parque

Lage.



Day 5 | Botanical Garden (Jardim Botanico)

This garden is just another kilometer away from Parque Lage. Founded by a Portuguese King more

than 200 years ago it spans across more or less 140 hectares. You can easily spend 4-5 hours inside

this huge bio-diversity of the flora! For example, there are more than 900 species of palm trees alone

in this place! There is also the bamboo forest, water lilies from the Amazon region, a cactus garden,

and even a Japanese garden.

Day 6 | Selaron Stairs and shopping

Visit one of the highly visited tourist attractions in Rio, the Selaron Stairs. This piece was put together

in Mosaic steps using shades of the Brazilian flag (blue, green, and yellow) including tiles from all over

the globe. This is also the location for Snoop Dogg and Pharrell’s music video. After wandering

around, you can visit the different shopping areas in Rio



Day 7 | Morro da Urca and Sugarloaf Mountain

After the day of hustle and bustle, relax over at Urca neighborhood. No skyscrapers, traffic, and

swarms of people. Everything slows down at Urca.

You can choose to hike to the top of Morro da Urca to enjoy some wildlife, mainly, blue butterflies,

lizards, and adorable little monkeys) make sure not to touch any wild animals as the chances of

transmissible diseases could be more.

Once you reach the top you will find some shops, washrooms, and restaurants. Along with this, you

will be greeted by amazing views of Rio de Janeiro. Morro da Ulca provides Helicopter rides if you

really wish to experience Rio in that.

Day 8-10 | You time!

You will find plenty of local restaurants, cafes, bistros. There would be local events. Maybe another

visit to the beach? Apart from the main beaches, there are also quiet and unfrequented beaches. Kids

activities centers. Have a blast at the hotel, Spa.

Take a train, visit other close cities!


